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Abstract: Contemporary environments are considered territories, occupational zones, or durational spaces, 
so consequently, concepts of architecture shift from stable typologies to formations in flux. Digital 
technology enables change options through dynamic surface formations in design phases, yet usually 
does not investigate post-productional, repeated dynamic formations in terms of material, structure and 
effect.

The paper discusses a theoretical background and parameter framework that investigate the concept of 
mesh systems as a strategy for an operative architectural surface. The mesh is applied as a design 
principle that generates a reflective ability to changes in context and value systems, and thus enables a 
response to cultural, social, or programmatic demands and performance criteria. 

At the crossroad of fashion and architecture, Miyake’s structural and coded mesh strategies are indicative 
surface formations engineered by material, structure and detail. The paper presents a design studio 
methodology that translates Miyake’s mesh systems into Design Models for shaping dynamic space, 
through a given framework that administers generative and effective parameters. The various solutions for 
design models are developed through multiple iterative conversions between digital and analogue 
modelling, and demonstrate solutions for a future architecture with interactive, responsive, and culturally 
evoking capacities. 

Conference Theme: Digital architecture, virtual environments (assigned) 
Keywords: fashion and architecture, design model, structural mesh, interactive systems 

1. INTRODUCTION: CHANGE DYNAMICS 

In a contemporary culture that addresses inhabitation as the occupation of a supermodern transitional environment 
(Auge 1995:35), the concepts of space shift from stability towards an architecture of formations in which the only 
constant is change. Change is a phenomenon, an effect or emergence, inherent in working conditions, family structures, 
modes of inhabitation, lifestyles, cultural aspects, relation networks, in user-profile and identity, and in social and 
territorial boundaries. At the same time change becomes a driving principle, a system reflected in built space, and also 
generates concepts for architecture. Spatial changes require a continuously differentiated architecture. Rather than 
housing change within a stable form, the concepts of architecture are transformed. 

Since Modernism, predetermined shapes produced through forces as diverse as industrialization, privatisation and 
specification (Rybczynski 1986) of space have answered in a limited response to changes that are diverse in nature, 
emerge as rapid and cyclic, maintain a short validity, and affect a variety of conditions. Computational software for 
design, digital construction techniques and electronic and digital facilities can now be employed to open a field for a 
dynamic spatial paradigm that supports a continuous individual response to a user. Through software and professional 
data networks, the possibilities for dynamic change systems have been significantly enhanced (Kolarevic 2003).  

Now, architecture in the digital realm appears as abstract surface that responds in form alterations to complex 
mathematical and geometrical calculations, such as parametric operations or topological transformations, physical 
studies, particle animations or time-based processes. These calculations produce variations and genealogies in surface 
shape, from which one is chosen and then enters a process of fabrication. Supported by digital tools, an unlimited 
number of options can thus be developed through a systemic delay in the design phase (Rahim 2000). Yet because the 
systemic delay postpones explorations of material, structural, organizational, or phenomenal surface characteristics, 
these aspects cannot inform the design process. The resulting spatial proposals remain abstract, and devoid operative 
depth, complex material intersections or ambient effects.  

In response, this research suggests that if architecture is reconceptualized as material formation, the change conditions 
and behaviour must be inscribed in the surface, which means that materiality has to enter the surface concept at an early 
stage in order to be effective. Furthermore, the surface can be treated as an operative field that fosters an un-
programmed, individual spatial interaction through the surface organization, structure, materiality and detail. The paper 
argues that different formations and different materials enable different responses, and thus distinguish facets of change 
in cultural, social, or programmatic demands and performance criteria. 

The paper first discusses from a theoretical background a concept for a selected system of surface formations, the mesh 
structure. The system of a mesh can be traced in fashion surfaces, and thus visualizes principles and effects and 
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phenomena, through a materialized mesh system that relates to body and space. Through a shift in generative, effective 
and habitual parameters of the framework, the surface formation changes.  

The system of surface and the parameter framework were then used as a guideline set-up for a case study of 
architectural application. The paper reports on postgraduate design studios, taught by the author, in which respective 
approaches to mesh system and parameters were shaped into design principles. The studio’s design methodology 
followed the given framework of generative and effective parameter in which options of material, structure and possible 
fabrication were explored, and both form and phenomena adapt and change in behaviour, form, cut, and material 
intensity. Each shift in framework exposed another principle of surface formation, which consecutively constitutes 
another series of Design Models, and thus leads to an alternate architecture. 

2. SYSTEM OF SURFACE FORMATIONS 

The research frames as its theoretical background a surface formation that becomes the key to a new spatial paradigm 
because of its continuous reflective ability for change. Instead of neutral containers or predetermined forms that switch in 
component parts between change options, the surface formation follows a principle of intermediate or transitional 
conditions in structure, material and organization. The architecture envelope thus remains latent, with a potential ability 
of behaviour in ranges or phases. The change in the surface formation is addressed as a shift in the parameter 
constellation that affects shape, interacts on a micro level, reorganizes context and so differentiates between value 
systems. 

The paper suggests that a change to a surface formation cannot be random but is instead based on a system both 
ambiguous and defined, one that gives a frame and yet is deformable while maintaining key characteristics. Such a 
system administers transitional forms, an organizational device. Employed in the digital and material realm, the mesh is 
such a superimposed coordinate system, that when manipulated, delivers transitions that are alternate genealogies of 
shapes or surface formations (Fig 1) while maintaining the information of the whole.  

Source: D’ Arcy Thompson, On Growth and Form (1913) 
Fig 1: Transitional stages of form and two superposed coordinate systems 

The mesh is a principle that works with nodal points and fields in between. Though both elements define a grid or mesh, 
this is an approximate system with a capacity to display transitional stages or forms, because the relationships in this 
system can be unbalanced. Either nodes or fields dominate in structure and mechanism. The nodal points can reposition 
in a different plane and produce a structural depth, or massage the fields in between to define areas of different 
intensities and compression.  

Shape alterations in a digital realm are based on a grid or mesh situated on a given surface that identifies nodal points, 
moments of contact that can be shifted in position, effectively deforming the whole shape. Triggered by data impact that 
refers to applied forces, program and movement traces or structural requirements, the surface deforms, and displays 
transitional stages that are open for interpretation.  

While the mesh is an abstract system, its applied materiality generates behaviour, and thus produces resistance, 
deflection, and response. A surface in transition shifts between static and dynamic situations. In a dormant static 
condition, the surface rests in a formation of regular or irregular elements, which are folded, curved or shifted to create 
space. In a dynamic status, the surface acts as an operative system showing a series of conversions of flexible and 
interactive volumes and sub volumes. The mesh principle enables a continuous surface transformation through a shift in 
massing and density, derived from movement, as an interval between expansion to contraction, enclosure and open 
system. The structural mesh can thus be employed as a design strategy that produces a prosthetic surface, which 
potentially provides different spatial experiences through a morphing process. Depending on nodal structure or fields 
between, the design can be directed towards movable layers of various sizes that divide spatial sections, or control lines 
that affect directionality, movement and location of each layer in relation to the overall surface volume.  

The materiality of architecture embodies its potential of temporalization, of response to the user. To be continuously 
‘indeterminate, unfolding, serial, multiplying, complex, heterogeneous’ (Grosz 2001: 57), space effectively requires a 
materiality that produces a dynamic behaviour after construction. Architecture, time and matter correlate: 

‘If duration exists in states of contraction and expansion, in degrees of uneven intensity, … then perhaps … 
space also has loci of intensity, of compression and elasticity, perhaps it need no longer be considered a 
medium. … Perhaps, in other words, there is a materiality to space itself, rather than a materiality residing only 
with its contents.’ (Grosz 2001: 127) 
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Architectural space is then formulated by a materiality that differentiates zones in context, transitional stages, and 
surfaces characteristics. The mesh system might be employed as a design model that frames organizing principles for a 
dynamic architecture in which space is the result of a continued effect of its surface formation (Benjamin 2006). When 
the definition of materiality and massing, program, structure, function and material change, the surface formation 
changes, causing fields and nodal points to shift, establishing a different habitual condition in the programmatic field (Fig 
2).

    Source: Elastic Space Studio, Javier Duenas (2004) 
Fig 2: Two conditions in a programmatic field 

A structural or organizational mesh used as a design model for architecture can deliver a surface formation that reacts 
on an individual and post-productional level. Yet this reactive capacity needs to be inscribed in the surface formation. 
Rather than merely applying the system of a mesh then, the research suggests a set, but open, parameter framework 
that continuously informs the surface.  

Such a framework distinguishes between parameters. Generative parameters shape the surface behaviour such as 
cutting scheme, constructive line, programmatic insertions, operative field (Reinhardt 2005). Correlative parameters 
influence the surface formation after construction (time-program relations, movement, body counterpart, individual user 
profile, data). The parameter framework acts as a guideline that submits aspects of how the surface needs to be 
translated into matter, and which effects and affects the surface transports when exposed to a realtime environment. 
Used as part of a design methodology, the parameter framework thus can be used both for analysis and as generative 
device that shapes the surface construction, design process, and user application.  

Though the capacities of a mesh formation are situated in an abstracted realm, the material characteristics of a surface 
fabric can show very different properties. In this way, the parameter framework can support an immediate engagement 
with materiality, resulting affects and phenomena of the surface, indicating a surface formation’s dynamic potential.  

3. FASHION SURFACE: STRUCTURAL AND CODED MESH 

Surface conditions and resulting spatial sequences depend predominantly on surface characteristics and properties of 
fabrication. As a continuation of the theoretical background, the research situates both mesh principle and parameters in 
a reference analysis of surfaces in fashion and architecture, to further conceptualise technique, materiality and response 
of dynamic surfaces. Both fashion and architecture share parallel practices (Hoodge 2007: 17). They use methods of 
communication, coding and signage, form information programs, cutting schemes, volume outlines, texture fields, and 
implement subvolumes, or digital extensions.  

The investigation of specific works of fashion that use mesh principles, such as Miyake’s ‘A-POC’ and ‘Pleats Please’, 
reveals strategies of how a structural mesh can be translated into material, and become an immediate design element in 
the process of making architecture. The analysis of these respective works also suggests information about user 
interaction, relationships between body and enclosing surface, and response to a movement pattern, all of which further 
inform a possible framework for dynamic spaces. Each mesh displays differences in materiality and response. 

3.1. STRUCTURAL MESH 
‘Pleats Please’ (Miyake, Fig 3) uses the concept of interval, a surface method of overabundance of material texture and 
the technology of a form-specific memory processed through the heat imprinted, reactive behaviour of the fold. This 
strategy stands in sharp contrast to traditional techniques, in which the cut determines the form, thus distance to body 
margins and movement range. Yet ‘Pleats’ is based on a simple cut in proportional enlargement of the original basic 
shape, a t-shirt or kimono.  

This overabundance of the material is compressed. The fabric is cut, assembled, folded, ironed and oversewn, after 
which the garment receives permanent pleats (Miyake Making Things 1999: 23). Hence, the surface receives a structural 
fold that varies from a precise three-dimensional structure of a strictly geometrical pattern (Fig 4) on preformed paper 
moulds, to coincidental shapes that are manually executed through pleating, crinkling, shrinking, creasing, and folding 
(Leong 2003). Each technique stresses different possibilities of the mesh formation and thus characterizes the cloth 
through a unique appearance in colour, material texture, luminosity, layering, expansion or ornamentation. 
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Source: Miyake and Penn  Source: Prosthetic Surface Studio, C R Lopez (2006) 
Fig 3: Miyake, Pleats Please (1996) Fig 4: Structural Fold 

The generative parameters of the structural mesh can be described as an indeterminate cutting scheme and constructive 
line (neither refers to a precise form outline), resulting in an adjustable operative field (the final pleated garment 
resembles a polyvalent form). The structural mesh thus produces correlative parameters that work through an effect of 
depth through which the surface receives the ability to respond in interval behaviour (Hiramitsu 2006).  

The interval frequency, registered in the three-dimensional fold, outlines the potential adaptation, the range of expansion 
between two fields and their distance in the fabric. Through the interval, the materialized mesh relates to a transitional 
space, ie the interstitial space between fabric and body, and mediates in form transitions- between production shape and 
body contour, and contour and highest pitch of movement. The interval thus informs the surface with a micro-scale 
behavioural system, and it produces a reservoir of potential surface expansion through which the interstitial space 
between body and garment is continuously adjusted, dependent on body margins, or movement range. 

3.2. CODED MESH 
 ‘A-POC’ (Issey Miyake, 1998) is the continuation of a mesh system with interval properties, in which a coded field of the 
mesh configuration allows an intentionally delayed form definition process. The surface formation displays diverse zones 
of compression and intensity, programmed through digital weaving techniques (Fig 5).  

A-POC is not cut and sewn, but a woven fabric of variable length executed in a one-and zero binary language that 
translates ‘sink’ and ‘surface’ machine signals into the movement of an automated weaving (Miyake A-POC: 71). In the 
mesh fabric, ‘lines of demarcation create a pattern of surface design that in turn becomes structural seams’ (Wilcox 
2001: 34). Its respective zones differ in threat properties, luminosity, ornamentation, layering, densities and 
expandability. The mesh frames the blueprints of potential dresses; from which a potential form and number of clothing 
items, a dress, a shirt or skirt, can be selected and cut free. (Miyake A-POC: 66, Quinn: 150). 

 Source: Miyake/Fujiwara, A-POCMaking (2001) Source: Prosthetic Surface Studio, Yuji Ji (2006) 
 Fig 5: Miyake, A-POC: ‘King and Queen’  Fig 6: Mesh Organization     
The structural code of the mesh determines an area on the surface in which the cut can be applied; the customer thus 
defines the ultimate shape. Described as ‘shapeless designs’ (Quinn 2002: 153),  these garments more importantly 
receive their shape in operation. The programmatic code inscribed in the mesh uses an elastic or expansive depth, again 
in interval frequency that mediates between different programmatic protocols, in which the operative field that reacts to 
change conditions in specific loci.  

A three-dimensional structural code, an interval range between diverse programmatic zones, and a sequential duration 
of various occupants then characterize this approach. The coded mesh is a similar to a ‘ready-made, ready to be 
remade’ (Simon 1999). Applied as a strategy to the design process, it enables perpetual connections, size and scaling 
operations. In conjunction with an exterior a static shell, the same strategy may be used for a differentiation of 
programmatic zones, as an interior architecture device. Other options may employ the mesh as organizational urban 
instrument, or insert stable fields between nodal points. Structural Mesh and Coded Mesh are generated by different 
surface formations and result in different change options. The characteristic properties of each mesh become effective in 
the material exploration. 
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4. DESIGN METHODOLOGY: STUDIO DESCRIPTION 

Thus far, the paper has discussed a theoretical research work and framework, following an interpretative method. In 
order to identify its architectural potential, a methodology for application in the design process was formulated as case 
studies. These case studies were conducted in the experimental realm of studio work with postgraduate students, in 
order to investigate the principles and system independent from the design concepts of the author, to both generalize 
and individualize them. 

The concept of surface formation is thus applied as design methodology that shapes an overt, structured design process. 
Students were given a framework of parameters, reference imagery and an approximate protocol of procedure in the 
design studios (Master of Architecture, University of Sydney, 2006/02 ‘Prosthetic Surface Studio’, 2004/02 ‘Elastic Space 
Studio’). Key focuses were methods of unstable form generation and critical surface conditions that generate dynamic 
spatial strategies, and explore materiality and interactive behaviour in Design Models, using a multiple iterative 
conversion between digital and physical media (Reinhardt 2006). The design methodology for the studio employed 
specific phases and tasks: 

1.Reference Analysis:   reference and abstraction, rule and principle derivation 
2.Conceptual Development Design model developed through generative and effective parameters, transformed 

in a continuous Media rotation     
3.Architectural Application:  development of architectural design proposal through specific program, site and 

scale information 

4.1. Reference Analysis
Students were directed to research a specific fashion work (including Chalayan, Kawakubo, Miyake amongst others) as 
singular objects, as part of a series, in relation to other works with similar fashion works and as conceptual formulation. 
Each item was analysed in terms of strategies, surface techniques and effects, such as densities, translucencies, 
structural depth and movement. These dynamic aspects were abstracted and compacted into principles and rule 
systems. Compared with a bionic context, these additional references deliver aspects and characteristics of formation, 
verify and support the previously identified principles, and establish a work domain for further explorations.  

4.2. Design Model  
Students were then asked to shape the principles and system strategies identified in the reference analysis were into 
Design Models. The Design Model acts as profiling instrument of an idea or concept; it develops these principles as 
structural, organizational, material, or detail components of the design. It generates sections of a future architecture 
through sampling, testing, experimenting, gaming, and shaping. A Design Model can be individualized through specific 
characteristics and functions, it can be shared collaboratively or transferred, and it constructs an archive of ideas 
applicable to a range of projects and scales. Set against the parameter framework, the Design Model properties are 
evaluated, tested, and reset. The design model frames and administers an uncompromised logic in design, materiality 
and fabrication during the whole process. 

4.3. Parameter framework 
The Design Model corresponds to a set of both constructive and effective parameters that produce a complex framework 
of surface formation and effects. Students were asked to update the Design Model continuously against this framework. 
Generative parameters include design components such as cutting scheme, constructive contour line, programmatic 
insertions, nodal points and operative field, used to strategise and enable a continuous dynamic capacity, thus 
consequently evolving alternate architectural solutions. These parameters define the change potential of the surface. 
Correlative parameters include elements that inflect the effects or operations the inhabited surface formation delivers. 
Time, movement, user profile, body counterpart, data impact, and spatial sequence are an interrelated framework. Both 
generative and correlative parameters are continuously administered, updated, controlled through the Design Model, and 
developed in separated manifestations. 

4.4. Media rotation 
A substantial part of the design model development is the media rotation; the conversion of the Design Model through 
various media such as computer animations, sketches, physical models, renderings etc. In each, the respective medium 
redefines the form/gestalt through its inherent material properties. The key moment is feedback. Each consecutive 
medium addresses additional criteria and thus contributes to the design, through material character, production methods, 
and textural and physical properties. Instead of using a linear design process, the media rotation uses an integrative 
approach where additional elements, alternate options and partial solutions of the design process relate and inform each 
other.

4.5. Architectural application 
Completing reference Analysis and Conceptual Development phase, both design model and parameter framework are 
ultimately counterchecked and refined in the architectural application. Individual user profile, program selection, 
economic aspects, scale and site specifications deliver demands the Design Model needs to negotiate. Rules, method 
and techniques of conceptualisation and design acquired beforehand are here challenged by real-time architectural 
problems. A successful conclusion of this final phase displays an intact rule system as derived from the references, and 
a coherent and clearly legible Design Model in the design proposal. Furthermore, following the studio requirements, 
students were asked to demonstrate solutions for an interactive, responsive or dynamic spatial paradigm, in structural 
modifications, as alternate programmatic zones or as transitional phenomenal territory. 
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5. DESIGN MODELS AND APPLICATIONS 

Two student projects exemplify the development of mesh systems as Design Model, and their architectural application 
will be discussed through two studio projects. Each had a specific way of characterizing surface properties, textures, 
scale, user profiles and programmatic components, and thus resulted in explicitly different spatial potentials.

5.1. Deep Surface formed by Mesh in Segments 
The project by Toshimune Suzuki is an example of a structural and organizational mesh in which the surface is 
organized in alternating densities. It illustrates in which way the Mesh principle can produce a Deep Surface. Here, the 
surface is extended from a singular layer to an architectural surface differentiated into sets of layers with alternating 
properties: exterior enclosures, structural layers with constructive properties, programmatic insertions, or body-relevant 
surfaces.

The mesh is massaged into zones analogue to the patterning of reptile skin plates, a layered surface of various fields 
with different programmatic functions. This deep surface system with alternating slabs and multiple nodes was 
developed as a series of computer model in animation and detailing (T2-1). The structural mesh was explored on 
different scales and intensities, as an urban organization (T2-2), and as façade segment producing an atmosphere 
through interior shadow phenomena (T2-3).  

 Source: Elastic Space Studio, Toshimune Suzuki (2006) 
Table 2: Layered mesh - from urban field to body device 

In a second series of Design Model tests, the principle was improved by another layering of several skins with diverse 
programmatic options that generated an expansion in length and depth (T2-4), with an insertion of stable areas, and 
operated by complex juncture mechanics, using the mesh as an organizational field, in which program zones were 
located. The Design Model was the conversed into a material system with manual responsive transformation capacities; 
segment modules were CNC cut, configured in position, and supplemented with stretch fabric and steel hinges (T2-5).  

The Design Model was then tested for behaviour and performance, the results digitalized and optimised (ie the 
interdependencies between stable planes, nodal connective points and shift towards second layer). The final shape was 
determined by a positioning on site, in this case the body. Here, the structural mesh is applied as a body counterpart (T2-
6), possibly with programmatic insertions, an unfolding architectural device for the urban nomad, addressing an unknown 
territory. 

5.2. Coded Mesh as Inhabited surface
The second project by Shin Young Joung uses a surface formation designed to provide disabled or aged people with 
mobility, utilities and comfort in a domestic or office environment. The user profile is that two pro-gamers, one ‘A’ (abled) 
and ‘D’ (disabled) person, active participants of the Multimedia and Computer networking society. This project 
investigates a surface formation based on requirements for user profile and programmatic protocol, and thus produces 
an environment shared between persons with different abilities but similar spatial profile.  

The surface formation features a dominant pattern of lines and nodal points. These define a contrast in the field 
formation, in differentiating lower and higher areas thus produce a three-dimensional structural mesh with depth, and 
program expansion in several directions (T3-1). 
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Source: Prosthetic Surface Studio, Shin Young Joung (2006) 
Table 3: Coded Depth and social landscape 

The surface is a hybrid between furniture, landscape and architecture that translates occupation into material. Made from 
elastic materials like rubber, foam, leather or textile, the surface is an ambient body counterpart, a multiple use tool that 
responds to different positions and requirements of its user. 

In reference to human body measurement systems (Da Vinci, Modulor, etc) a standard body height was set, then 
explored in seven different versions matching a program, defining a range of receiving surface shapes, from comfortable 
to extreme positions. According to daily functional patterns of ‘A’ and ‘D,’ their capacities, schedules and occupations, 
the surface shape and thus section of space changes. Basically, the surface correlates between ‘A’ and ‘D’, allocating to 
each a private and shared zone. The composition of these programmatic curved lines establishes the inhabitable 
surface.

The surface package consists of two performative layers and posts of different lengths set at strategic nodal points (T3-
2). They mediate between upper and lower surface, penetrating the constructive plates. The surface thus generates 
different shapes that are experienced as inhabitable landscape, and as surface formation displayed in the ceiling, an 
echo of occupation in another space. Though both users live in individual areas, they can monitor and communicate with 
each other through the movement of the surface, an advantage specifically for health issues and safety reasons (T3-5). 
A prototype segment contains a programmatic zone of 2.4 x 2 m, in which one meter long posts both support and move 
the surface at nodal points every 20 cm (T3-3). The points of action form the actual slope and different shapes for 
positions of the body, and hence produce different spatial sequences with a unique atmosphere.  

Between layers, functional units are integrated; while some surface areas continuously respond in height adjustments, 
others are fixed and function as storage cavities or program insertions. The 120-degree wall and hexagon edges provide 
a structural system that can be utilized for hidden devices. The spaces for ‘A’, ‘D’ and ‘AD’ overlap and intersect, so the 
users can relate to each other through movements perceived on the surface. Infrastructure and service zones are 
provided by a conventional floor and wall systems.  

This deep surface is then expanded to become the basis of a multi-level building, arranged in a honeycomb structure 
that provides an organizational core for unit and building layout (T3-4). The building proposal displays an arrangement of 
several units, each with split levels and used by a partnership of people, such as D-Disabled and A-Abled living together, 
equipped with functional moving surfaces. If not in use, the surface remains static, switched off by remote control. In a 
scenario of conversion, a small segment may be plugged into an existing building typology and thus offer alternate 
possibilities to adapt depending on user profile, ability and program. The surface contains alternate possibilities of 
occupational profiles and thus produces a social landscape of communication area or shared work facilities (T3-6). Thus, 
the project creates a performative platform that connects people through architecture. 

6. CONCLUSION

The paper has discussed the way in which a mesh principle can, as a material derivate of fashion strategies, become a 
dynamic Design Model for an architecture that responds to occupational, social, cultural changes. It has further 
attempted to bridge a gap between dynamic design strategies that are predominantly explored in a computational realm 
of the design process, and suggested a design methodology as a strategy of conversion that explores the dynamic 
effects of these structural meshes as a result of their materiality and fabrication technique. 

The paper has discusses a Design Methodology of dynamic surface formations that responds in ranges to changes in 
material, structure or detail, and therefore processes a continuous spatial shift of architectural paradigm. The theoretical 
research, parameter framework, Design Model strategy and studio outcomes have been presented for discussion and 
feedback and for the purpose of developing further applications in pedagogy and practise-based research. 

It has been suggested that architecture can be conceptualised as an operative surface that addresses changes in a 
variety of scales and programmatic protocols. The translation into materiality then inherently affects the change 
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conditions offered. More important though, the paper has indicated that habitual effects of these structural meshes, 
enable a change that processes a response between users, a social interaction, and establish a shared inhabitable 
environment.  

While the urban nomad changes territory, relationships become the safety net. The structural and organizational mesh is 
in that sense is more than a geometrical operation, more than an animated deformed surface, more than a weave of 
different intensities and range of elasticity. It is a principle that enables architecture to change form, to become instable, 
in order to remain immediate. In this way, architecture becomes a deep surface, in which the diverse transitional forms of 
life can reside. 
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